Dear Patrick McAllister, Anne Moorhead, Raymond Bond, and Huiru Jane Zheng,

I am delighted to inform you that your paper entitled “Using Crowdsourcing for Calorie Adjustment for Image Food Logging” (B462), is accepted as a SHORT paper (4-page long) for publication in the workshop.

1. The Camera-ready paper is due on October 25, 2017 (the hard deadline). Please revise your paper based on conference reviewers’ comments.

2. Please register for the conference (no separate workshop registration). The deadline for workshop author registration is October 25, 2017.

Please visit the workshop homepage for detailed information about the camera-ready paper format and registration.
http://faculty.missouri.edu/yooil/Workshop/BHI2017/

Once again, congratulations to your paper.

We look forward to seeing you in Kansas City, MO, USA.

Sincerely,

Illhoi Yoo, PhD
BHI Workshop Chair